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              Model of Free Software Infrastructure in Education
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            Aims to reduce the costs of acquisition and maintenance of hardware and software infrastructures
          
          to reduce the costs of development and maintenance of services and to increase access to the latter both at school and at home by offering a software architecture based on free software.
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                    Trufla Technology

                    

                   					Trufla Technology is an insurtech built by brokers and engineered by the top talent in the tech sphere.
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                    Why Choose Free Software?

                    

                   					Free software is a movement that is very clearly distinguished from proprietary software.
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                    Education

                    

                   					Many studies aim to assess the interest of free software applied to the field of education.
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          Thanks to this architecture, the client stations can be light, semi-light or heavy. 
          The implementation of MILLE makes it possible to offer students, teachers and parents a virtual window on the school, the classroom and thenetwork resources. The user has access to a personalized work environment which provides him with secure access to the various online educational services offered by the school and used in his classroom.
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               Home Automation and Insurance Premiums: A Closer Look at Canadian Trends  

              			Introduction  In the ever-evolving landscape of modern living, the integration of technology into our homes has become not just a luxury but a necessity. Home automation, the ability to control and monitor various aspects of our homes remotely, has gained significant traction in recent years. Beyond the convenience it offers, home automation also plays a
Read More

            
          

        

		       
          
                        
               Licenses: their usefulness 

              			Various licenses have been developed to govern the field of software, some of which are particularly intended to protect the principles of free software. While a patent is intended to protect an idea (like an algorithm), copyright, or copyright , only protects the very expression of an idea. This distinction has opened the door to copyright abuse. Indeed, it
Read More

            
          

        

		       
          
                        
               Licenses: copyleft 

              			In principle, the easiest way to make a program free is to distribute it in the public domain and not attach any copyright to it. However, it also exposes this program to be modified and copyrighted which would make it proprietary software. It was then that the notion of copyleft appeared  : “software under copyleft (literally, copyright) is free software, the distribution
Read More
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